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Lecture 10:
Atmospheres I: Brown Dwarf

and Exoplanet Spectra



What are the properties of EP/BD atmospheres?

How do we measure EP/BD atmospheres?

How are BD spectra classified?

How are BD spectral types related to their physical
properties (temperature, gravity, metallicity)?

How do BD and EP spectra/atmospheres differ?



Metallic H

H2 fluid

ATMOSPHERE

P ≈ 1011 bar, T ≈ 106 K, ρ ≈ 500 g/cc

Crystalline H?

7x10
9 cm

Brown Dwarf:
P ≈ 1-10 bar
T ≈ 1000 K
ρ ≈ 10-4 g/cc
λP ≈ 3 km

Only observable part of a EP/BD*

“Radiation valve” - heat/entropy
loss out, stellar heating in

Jupiter:
P ≈ 0.2-2 bar

T ≈ 150 K
ρ ≈ 10-3 g/cc
λP ≈ 25 km

Atmospheric Properties



Complex, filled with line and
band absorption

Flux peaks at near-infrared
wavelengths

What causes this?

The Spectra of
Brown dwarfs



Radiative Transfer 101

Blackbody flux distribution:

For lowest Teff peak flux
moves toward infrared
wavelengths (Wein’s Law),
optical flux minimal.

Explains difficulty in finding
these sources early on (poor
NIR detector technology)



Radiative Transfer 102

Modifications to blackbody SED:
absorption from metals in the
atmosphere

T < To

λ

ƒ

optical depth

opacity density

The total optical depth (total
absorption) for a given species
depends on the column density



Neutral atoms and molecules are strong,
wavelength-dependent absorbers

C H

Electronic
transitions

(X-ray/UV/optical)

Ro-vibration
(optical/infrared) Continuum sources

(optical/infrared/
submm/radio)

bound-free free-free
Scattering

(optical/infrared)



Cushing et al. (2006)

M
L

T

Y?



Spectral sequence:
O..B..A..F..G..K..M..L..T..(Y)

Why this letter sequence?

Kirkpatrick et al. (1999)



Only Boring Astronomers Find Grief Knowing Mnemonics Like These

Oh Be A Fine Girl/Guy Kiss My Lips Tonight Yahoo!

Old Bill’s A Funny Guy Kissing Monica Lewinsky (Too Young)

Mnemonics:

Our Buddy Adam Feels Good Knowing Maui Life Tops Yours

Spectral sequence:
O..B..A..F..G..K..M..L..T..(Y)

Why this letter sequence?



Why classify stars?
A “standard ruler” for
comparing sources with
features in common and
variances.

A “common vernacular”
for comparing sources,
different studies.

A good classification system
makes use of broadband
spectral data and is tied to
physical standards.



M dwarf spectra

Strong TiO & VO at red
optical wavelengths

Modest H2O and CO at near-
infrared wavelengths

Alkali & metal lines
(K I, Na I, Fe I, Ca I)

Red optical continuum

Red NIR colors

Kirkpatrick et al. (1991)



L Dwarf Spectra

Kirkpatrick et al. (1999)

TiO & VO bands disappear

Metal hydrides (FeH, MgH,
CaH, CrH) strengthen, then
weaken

H2O, CO strengthen

Prominent alkali lines, esp. K
I (7700 Å) & Na I (5500 Å)

Very red optical continuum

Very red NIR colors



T Dwarf Spectra

Burgasser et al. (2006)

Emergence of CH4 at NIR
wavelengths (at expense of CO).

H2O saturates (very deep)

Condensate opacity “disappears”

Collision-induced H2 absorption
at K-band important

Optical spectra extremely red
and bland

NIR colors are blue



Mid-infrared
Spectra

Oppenheimer et al. (1998); Cushing et al. (2005);
Roellig et al. (2005); Kirkpatrick (2005)

CH4 at 3.3 µm strong feature
even in late L dwarfs; CO
enhanced in T dwarfs

Spitzer IRS spectra (6-14 µm)
have revealed first detection of
NH3 in a non-planetary
atmosphere, possible detections
of silicate absorption





Spectral Type/Luminosity
Relation

Overall, luminosity
monotonic with spectral
type; deviations and
variations may arise from
“cosmic scatter”,
unresolved multiplicity

Burgasser (2007)



Spectral Type/Temperature
Relation

Again, monotonic relation,
with a flattening across L/T
transition
(Kirkpatrick et al. 2000; Golimowski et al.
2004; Vrba et al. 2004)

Some disagreement between
Lbol and spectral fit values,
particularly at young ages:
Ongoing problems with
spectral models?  Radii
predictions incorrect?Golimowski et al. (2004)


